Johnny Silmon conludes his reportage from his
recent trip to Indonesia with a VISit to Guru Ed's
Silek teacher, Mak Udin.
madness that is his own life, if only for a

truly breathtaking with some magnifi

short whi le, was truly priceless.

cent countryside. Ed and I were met at
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and Eky, two top lads with big hearts

it was time to catch yet another flight 

and personalities, The drive to Solok,

Padang airport by his close friends, Andi

this time to Padang - the capital of West

some thirty miles away and my base for

Sumatra. As it was Ed's native land, I

climbing Mount Talang and meeting Ed's

knew he would pull out all the stops to

teacher, seemed to take forever with our

make my trip to his 'hood an unforget
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table experience. The Minangkabau
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people are very different in nature and
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of years from volcanic activity. I mean,
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the whole place sits on the fault lines of
some of the world's most geologically
active hot zones, Eighteen months prior,
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ing radius of about twenty
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all but levelled by a 7.6 earthquake, and I won't lie
when I say the thought of another and how I would
get home did cross my mind more than once as
we made our way to Solok. My main
thoughts, however, were on meeting
Ed's teacher, Mak Udln, the jungle
living shaman and master of Silek. This
was going to be yet another great experi
ence and, as much as I kept asking Ed
to tell me more about his teacher and '".,."..,,...-_.
the area in which he lived, he just _. - .
we parked up the bikes and had to walk a further
smiled and would reply 'wait
couple of miles or so to get to 'Anku's' home.
and see, bro.. .'
By now the light was slowly fad ing and the eerie
sounds of the forest seemed to be coming alive
even more. Mak Udin's home was the last settle
ment before hitting really dense virgin jungle. He
lived with his wife in a large clearing he had made
over a 35 year period in order to grow rice, cocoa
getting me
and
cinnamon. His accommodation was basically
more excited and once
no
more
than a large wooden shed and, only six
we arrived at Andi's home I packed
months
prior,
they had a single solar cell installed
just a light bag with essentials for
on
the
roof.
The
kitchen was just outside and basi
my trip into what for me would be
cally
a
fire
made
with wood with a fixed tarpaul in
very unknown territory. The van was
over
it.
The
bathing,
toilet and water drawing facili
no good for this trip due to no roads
ties
were
the
river
which
was down a winding path
for most of the journey so, once
250m
from
his
home
- hmm, this was going
about
again , it was pillion on the back
to
be
a
challenge
for
me.
of a motorbike. The single track
we followed ran parallel to the
river that was the lifeblood
of this area. Several
miles in and with
...."'-.,.- . • ythe jungle
getting denser,

What fi rst struck me about Mak Udin was his kind
face that always seemed to have a smile on it. He
was not much different in build to Mang Eem ,
my Cimande teacher, a tad taller and heavier, but
had the same wiry dark body that was no doubt
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train . Again, training is never condition
ing based , but Minang movement does
seem to be somewhat more physically
demanding. Trying to mirror Mak Udin's
movement proved to be more difficult
than I expected. The balabeh stepping
of Silek Tuo uses soft movement, but yet
has power and a true solidity about it and
the circular stepping is said to have had
a major influence on Persian Anjing
Mualim, according to old Minang tradi
tion.

Ampek Ampek was mastered, students of
Silek Tuo would begin training something
called the Induak of which there are five
and, again, these are always performed
with a partner. The induak can best be
likened to a tree trunk that then expands
out to branches, leaves and fruit. The
purpose of all is this is 'Pechahan' (like
shattered glass). In Pechahan you learn
to apply the twisting of the hips to block,
counter attack, slap, catch and wrestle. It
is used to develop your own vocabulary

Something that Mak Udin said, which Ed
too has always said , is that over time you
develop your own style or flavour and you
become your very own master. You learn
to trust the ability and capabilities of your
own body and from there you develop
true 'Rasa' which is really the heightenc
ing and use of all the physical senses.
The following day, after braving the fast
flowing, but very cold water, it was time to

I

This format of late night talks, early morn
ing cold river baths and training lasted
several days and is the way Ed has been
taught by Mak Udin and all his other
teachers in the past. It still amazes me
at how different the emphasis of martial
arts is from East to West. I guess I am as
much into the culture and experience and
underlying principles rather than blindly
relying on someone to teach me the next
101 knife disarms, cloth takedowns and
ways I can stab and slice someone 
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been there done that and got the t-shirt. Bear in
mind, of course, that if I did any of the last in the
majority of Europe I would probably end up in
prison for a very long time. Makes me wonder why
so much of it is still taught - seminar fodder. Still,
that's the beauty of martial arts I guess - there is
something for every taste bud.
Visiting and training with Mak Udin gave me
yet more insight into these Minang arts and, of
course, all of the training and discussions with
Ed over the whole seven weeks really filled in
many blanks for me. There is quite a lot I could
continue to talk about re my trip, but I think it's
time to conclude this mini-series... So, what then,
did I really take away from the whole adventure?
Well, primarily that Silat has a major influence in
the everyday lives of so many Indonesians, but
their relationship with it is often so 'matter of fact'
- it's one aspect of various facets of their lives.
Sometimes, when I'm having a brief look at�
.bSH2k updates, my toes curl and I cringe at what
I read. Some people really take the whole Silat
thing super-seriously, and it seems so imbalanced
in fact they almost appear like madmen. It's just
martial arts, so a cult should not be made out of
it. Have fun learning and developing it, but switch
off from it too. I have been involved in lndo/Malay
arts now since the age of thirteen, 26 years in total
and ALL of my teachers past and present (bar my

Spanish Wing Chun teacher) - nine in total - have
• been Indonesian, so trust me when I tell you not to
be sucked into any nonsense or hype.
I continue to teach a select few individuals - sev
eral of them for free - so this is not about money.
I may open a class or I may not and I may do
seminars, but couldn't really care less if I don't ..
But, what I do care about is that people are not
fed bullsh*t. I will happily hook up people if they
want to go to Indonesia and learn and have the
experience of training there for themselves. I have
no need or desire to monopolise. I encourage
everyone to be self sufficient. All I have tried to get
across in these three articles is to share my own
journey about what I feel Silat is - but also what it
isn't. .. You may or may not agree with things I have
said, but that's also okay. I'm sure we won't be
losing any sleep over it.
In future articles I will go into some technical as
pects of the various Silat styles I teach, but I think
it's time I once again gave the stage to others in
the Silat community so. next month, look out for a
rather interesting interview with my old pal Alvin
Gulnanao, the chief instructor of Silat Buka
Llngkaran. On a final note, I am in the process
of editing all of my video footage from my trip so,
if you're remotely interested, once I have put it all
together - maybe sometime end of summer - I will
put it all on my Facebook and Youtube so you
can have look - just don't expect a slick National
Geographic production.
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